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Chairman’s Message
Intellectual and organisational growth
In 2008 we adopted a strategic plan that set a course for the growth of the Institute 
which would take us to 2013. We have revisited the plan twice since then, and in the 
spring of this year we produced a Strategic Plan (version 3) that would take us to 2015 
and beyond, to realise our essential strategic goal of making RUSI internationally 
recognised as a research-led defence and security think tank comparable with the best 
in the world. 

We have long recognised that to achieve this goal by 2015 and consolidate it thereafter 
we have to cross a number of important thresholds: namely, to achieve new levels in 
the quality of all our work both in research and organisation; and to ensure that such 
quality is recognised nationally and then to extend that recognition internationally. I am 
pleased to say that we feel we have achieved these milestones and, as the information 
in this report shows, we are creating a momentum behind our achievements to make 
them irreversible. 

The final threshold, however, is that we have to use the recognition we have now 
achieved to attract a different order of funding into the Institute for organisational 
growth and intellectual development. We feel we have made significant progress in this 
objective during 2012 and are in a good position to achieve this essential goal in the 
next two years and consolidate some major investment funding for the Institute over 
the longer term. 

Our immediate objectives for the coming year are to develop our research outputs 
further and respond strongly to all the changes taking place across Europe and the 
Middle East and in the UK’s own calculations of its defence and security. We want to 
expand on the success, to date, of RUSI International, to put the Institute’s work in front 
of a global audience and to make a major effort to market the Institute both domestically 
and internationally. 

I pay tribute to the dedication of all the staff at the Institute for their hard and inventive 
work to get RUSI to this point where it is capable of reaching a new level of performance 
and recognition. I am confident we can consolidate our recent progress and achieve the 
ambitious objectives we set ourselves in our strategic plan of 2008 as we take it forward 
towards 2015 and beyond.

Lord Hutton of Furness
Chairman of the Council

‘We are 
creating a 
momentum 
behind our 
achievements 
to make them 
irreversible’



RUSI by numbers

2011–2012:

2008
Think Tank of the Year

44
members’ events

18
major conferences

6
RUSI Under-35 Forum 
events

32
other events including 
public lectures, 
roundtables and 
private dialogues

2009
2011
Foreign Policy Think 
Tank of the Year

57%
increase in research income, 2008–2012

10,235
registered guests at RUSI 
events, 2011/12

62%
increase in event registration, 2008–2012

32,144
RUSI Journal article downloads 
on Taylor & Francis Online

197,039 
unique  RUSI.org/Analysis 
visitors

40
print and online books, papers, 
reports and periodicals released

}
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RUSI through History
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1829: call for a ‘scientific 
and professional’ approach 
to the study of military 
affairs

1919: the Journal publishes 
J F C Fuller’s revolutionary 
paper on the future of 
warfare

1831: Naval and Military 
Library Museum founded 
by the Duke of Wellington

1968: the Institute moves 
to become a dedicated 
research organisation

1839: title changed to 
United Services Institution 
(a royal charter is received 
in 1860)

1989: The first ever 
meeting of NATO and 
Warsaw Pact supreme 
commanders is held at 
RUSI

1857: the first edition of 
the RUSI Journal – in print 
to the modern day – is 
released

2004: The Institute 
changes  its name to the 
Royal United Services 
Institute for Defence and 
Security Studies

1895: the Institute moves 
into its current, purpose-
built premises

2007, 2008 and 2012: 
international expansion in 
the US, Qatar, Japan, and 
with RUSI International

The Royal United Services Institute was founded in 
1831 from a call for a modern, scientific approach to the 
study of military affairs. The Duke of Wellington lent his 
patronage to the enterprise, which was also backed by 
the leading soldier-scholars of the day. The Institute was 
at the heart of the major debates on British and Imperial 
defence in an era of rapid military and geopolitical 
change; it was one of the few venues where junior officers 

could challenge their seniors without rebuke. Since its 
inception, RUSI has embodied this basic principle of 
rational free thinking on defence and security through 
two world wars, the rise and fall of empires, and the 
emergence of new threats – from ironclads to terrorism, 
and from flintlocks to cyber-weapons – all with the same 
pioneering spirit of its original founders.
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A Message from the Director-General

Security and defence studies are changing rapidly across the world and we reflect that 
in both the work we do, and in the work we plan to do. We are tracking the fluctuating 
political fabric of the Middle East. We are monitoring the development of the next 
defence review in the UK, while also looking at its fundamental grand strategic choices. 
And we are monitoring the European crisis, mindful of the fact that Europe will soon 
suffer from a growth in widespread human insecurity in ways the continent thought it 
had banished after 1945.

Our members are a crucial part of our work: we learn so much from them. They keep 
us on our toes with ideas, commentary, and are a constant reminder to us of the need 
to innovate and reach out to new and diverse audiences. I offer our appreciation and 
gratitude to all our membership – individual and corporate – and our Trustees and 
Advisory Council for all their involvement. I also want to thank and recognise our various 
sponsors, funders, personal and corporate supporters, without whom our work would 
be impossible. 

Among my most rewarding tasks is to read and hear how colleagues analyse complex 
trends in global politics, and then to work with them in thinking through the ‘frontier 
questions’: what is emerging, what we dimly perceive for now that is likely to change 
greatly over time; what the security agenda after next really looks like. We work hard 
to define these emerging themes and build them into everything we do in meetings, 
conferences, publications, online outputs and extensive networking in the UK and 
around the world.  This can only be achieved through a staff who work as a real team – 
from finance to house management, administration and research – in the service of the 
highest political levels. They are a great team to lead and I pay tribute to them, and offer 
my thanks to them all.

Professor Michael Clarke
Director-General
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New Responses: 

Old Threats
In a world of uncertainty and risk, RUSI has remained 
central to national debates on international affairs, 
defence and the UK’s global role, through its consistent 
independent expert analysis. 

The Institute’s research specialisms cover a wide range of 
competencies and are concentrated in military sciences, 
international security studies, national security and 
resilience studies, nuclear proliferation studies, and a 
defence, industries and society programme. 

In 2011–12, RUSI’s research and expertise has continued 
to facilitate dialogue with UK policy-makers as well 

as emerging power centres around the world. RUSI 
has provided briefings and hosted dialogues with the 
governments and policy-making establishments of 
China, India, Brazil, Mexico, Qatar and Saudi Arabia, to 
name a few. 

In recognition of the Institute’s growing reputation for 
‘thought-leadership’ domestically, as well as across the 
globe, RUSI was named Think Tank of the Year in 2008, 
Foreign Policy Think Tank of the Year in 2009 and again in 
2011 at the prestigious Prospect magazine annual Think 
Tank Awards. 
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Royal United Services Insti tute

LESS IS BETTER
Nuclear Restraint at Low Numbers 

Malcolm Chalmers

Despite the rise of ‘new’ security threats like terrorism, cyber-war and piracy, 
the terrible destructive power of nuclear weapons still hangs over the world.

Discussion on further strategic nuclear arms reduction has tended to be 
dominated by the analysis of possible trade-offs between the US and Russia. 
But as the prospect of further cuts below ‘New START’ levels is contemplated, 
increasing attention needs to be paid to the possible shape of a new, multi-
power approach to nuclear restraint. 

Less is Better considers the various challenges and opportunities for ensuring 
restraint at low numbers in today’s complicated set of bilateral nuclear 
relationships and in the context of the debate on ‘Global Zero’. This Whitehall 
Paper explains how nuclear restraint at low numbers of warheads may prove 
a workable middle ground between present levels and a world free of nuclear 
weapons, and how it might be achieved. The  logic of deterrence at low 
numbers will likely be a crucial intermediate step on a stable and secure path 
towards fuller disarmament.
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Less is Better
Nuclear Restraint 
at Low Numbers
Malcolm Chalmers

The Defence, Industries and Society Programme 
achieved significant policy impact in 2011–12, 
research published on defence spending with 
industry, acquisition reform and contractor support 
to operations defined and informed high-level 
debate and direction. Original research output was 
further boosted by two new, fully funded PhD places 
– nurturing the next generation of research talent.

Supported by and working with regional institutions 
and governments, RUSI’s work on Central 
American climate change culminated in the 
publication of ground-breaking new quantitative 
research on the security and migration effects of 
climate change – putting common assertions and 
assumptions to the test in order to inform and 
enhance the climate-change debate.

The RUSI-managed UK Project On Nuclear 
Issues is a network of experts spanning industry, 
government and academia that strengthens cross-
generational dialogue on major nuclear questions. 
Funded by a broad range of stakeholders, in the 
last year the network has grown by half and the 
project has surged its activities in response to ever-
growing interest. 

The Nuclear Threat Initiative-funded Nuclear 
Analysis Programme developed ways forward for 
multilateral nuclear arms reductions and the future 
of tactical nuclear weapons in Europe. Original 
research culminated in two major publications: a 
monograph on nuclear restraint at low numbers, 
and an edited report considering European views on 
NATO’s tactical nuclear weapons debate.

‘The world will change more in the next twenty or forty years than it’s 
changed in the last two hundred. Policy-makers the world over realise 
that security is so difficult to understand these days, they need all 
the help they can get, and they certainly need external, independent 
thinking. If ever there was a time when we need more think tanks it’s 
now. And governments around the world need to take notice of them.’
Professor Michael Clarke, Director-General, RUSI
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UK National Security

Facing austerity at home and an economic and political 
crisis across Europe, this has been one of the most 
important years for British security thinking since the 
end of the Second World War. As austerity continues to 
bite, analysis of the defence budget and defence industry 
become more vital than ever; Britain’s preparations to 
withdraw from Afghanistan raise new questions about the 
inception and conduct of its campaign; and the gathering 
pace of the Scottish referendum on independence may 
fundamentally alter the nature of Britain’s military and 
security structures.

For all these issues, RUSI has continued to be the point of 
reference on national defence and security. RUSI has been 
the only think tank to offer quantitative scrutiny of the 
defence budget. RUSI’s analysis has provided the expert 
backdrop for Parliamentary debates, the influential House 
of Commons Defence Select Committee and even formed 
the basis of discussion in government specifically on 
balancing the defence budget and defence procurement. 

As the UK prepares to withdraw from Afghanistan, 
RUSI has added important depth and nuance to an 

otherwise one-dimensional public debate about the 
war. Showcasing the Institute’s analytical expertise 
and unique convening role, the Afghan Papers project 
brought together scholars and decision-makers – military 
and civilian – to produce a detailed and frank published 
assessment of the decision in 2006 essentially to go to 
war in Helmand Province. With calls for intervention 
now heard elsewhere, the lessons for British strategic 
decision-makers are urgent and critical. RUSI’s Afghan 
Papers output has therefore been digested at the highest 
political and military levels, from the Chief of Defence 
Staff to the House of Commons.

With a Scottish referendum on independence scheduled 
for 2014, RUSI has brought defence into the debate. 
Articles and reports have revealed the difficult questions 
that will arise in the event of a Yes vote – ranging from the 
future of the UK’s nuclear deterrent through to Scotland’s 
international role. Drawing on quantitative analysis and 
interviews with experts and leaders on both sides of the 
border, RUSI has provided the only substantial analysis 
on the topic, which has prompted the Defence and 
Foreign Affairs Committees to plan their own enquiries. 
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‘RUSI is exceptionally well 
informed on national security 
issues and its views carry weight 
as a result of the depth and 
breadth of its insights.’
Jonathan Evans, Director-General, Security Service 
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Looking further across the globe, RUSI has engaged 
with much wider international security currents. It 
has continued its widely cited work on Middle Eastern 
instability; the Institute has also broadened its work on 
the rise of China to include its major peer competitor, 
India; yet it has not neglected its traditional focus on 
the security structures of Europe, utilising its high-level 
access and established reputation for analysis.

RUSI’s definitive report on the Libya intervention in 2011 
shaped the domestic and international debate on the 
final verdict of the campaign, warning against the idea 
that the military operation could be simply repeated 
elsewhere: this assessment, read and cited in Parliament, 
foreign ministries and the international media, holds 
thus far as the violence in Syria escalates. 

As much is made of the American ‘pivot to Asia’, RUSI 
has continued its engagement with Chinese institutions, 
still further breaking down barriers to international co-

operation in defence and nuclear policy-making through 
joint research and publications. In particular, RUSI’s 
launch of a major paper with Beijing and Shanghai-
based institutions on forging a UK-China consensus 
on a strengthened nuclear non-proliferation regime – 
featuring very rare candid statements by Chinese nuclear 
experts – formed a major part of this institutional co-
operation. The Institute has also worked with the foreign 
policy establishments of other regional powers, including 
Japan and Vietnam. These initiatives have included a 
Memorandum of Understanding with the latter to secure 

‘RUSI has continued its engagement 
with Chinese institutions, still 
further breaking down barriers to 
international co-operation’ 

The UK in a World of Disorder
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a partnership between RUSI and Vietnam’s Diplomatic 
Academy. In Japan, RUSI’s importance as a contributing 
institution has been specifically mentioned in the 2012 
UK-Japan defence co-operation agreement.

Traditionally, India has been a very difficult country for 
foreign think tanks to penetrate. But RUSI has forged 
new links with Indian institutions to generate original, 
concrete ideas for UK and Indian policy-makers. Working 
with the New Delhi-based Vivekananda International 
Foundation (VIF), a joint report made specific proposals 
for a greater Indian role in Afghanistan, including security 
assistance. This was the fruit of a series of high-level 
RUSI-brokered meetings in Delhi and London, led from 
RUSI by former SIS Director Sir John Scarlett and, from 
India, by Ajit Doval, former chief of the Indian Intelligence 
Bureau.

Closer to home, RUSI is the main British think tank to 
contribute to NATO policy-making with tangible results. 

It fed into the Chicago Summit agenda by offering a 
detailed risk assessment of the flagship ‘Smart Defence’ 
initiative and NATO Change Programme. RUSI also 
worked with other international think tanks to explore 
the Alliance’s nuclear posture: a joint paper presented 
options which NATO states could use to manage tactical 
nuclear weapons on the continent. Senior NATO officials 
have commended RUSI’s analytical work, agreeing that it 
played an important role in shaping conclusions on future 
nuclear posture options and declaratory policy as agreed 
at the recent Chicago Summit.

‘RUSI has forged new links with 
Indian institutions to generate 
original, concrete ideas for UK 
and Indian policy-makers’
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New Research 
in 2012
‘RUSI has always tried to be on the frontier of military and security 
thinking;  to ask the difficult questions, the questions that other people 
either don’t want to ask, or perhaps don’t want the answers to.’
Professor Michael Clarke

Looking beyond the traditional security frameworks 
of militaries, balances of power and conflict, RUSI has 
forged ahead with key research programmes considering 
‘security’ in a fundamentally wider sense. These have 
included the new domain of cyber-security and terrorism.

RUSI’s UK Terrorism Analysis briefings provided a 
fresh and realistic perspective of the national and 
international counter-terrorism landscape. In the first 
report, analysing Olympic security, RUSI illustrated for 
the public and policy-makers alike the evolving threat 
picture to the Games. The series also highlighted the 

emerging patterns in Al-Qa’ida violence and the possible 
haven that unstable African countries will provide for the 
movement. In addition to major media citations, RUSI 
analysts also briefed policy-makers and were sought by 
counter-terrorism officials, most notably by the Crown 
Prosecution Service and SO15, as they prosecuted 
terrorist suspects in the UK courts. 

RUSI has been a key partner with the UK government as 
it shaped the new UK Cyber Security Strategy, released in 
October 2011. Working with the Office of Cyber Security 
and Information Assurance, RUSI acted as a ‘red team’ 
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‘RUSI has conducted pioneering 
research mapping international 
norms of behaviour in cyberspace’
for early drafts of the strategy, acting as a conduit 
for feedback from the private sector. RUSI has also 
conducted pioneering research mapping international 
norms of behaviour in cyberspace with legislative trends 
and the business decisions of multinational companies 
such as Google, IBM and Microsoft.

In addition, the Institute has initiated a number of new 
projects in response to major policy challenges in the 
global environment. 

One is the study of ‘European Futures’ – analysing 
the effects of the Euro-crisis on European security 
and Europe’s place in the world. Another is a multi-
dimensional project on transformations in the Middle 
East – looking afresh at the Arab Peace Initiative as a new 
starting point for stability in the politics of the Levant, 
and also concentrating on Gulf security as a key concern 
as instability sweeps across the region. A third new 
project is to concentrate on the problems of food, energy 
and water sustainability as a driver of insecurity in key 
areas of the world. 
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‘RUSI is also looking towards the next UK defence review in 2015, 
analysing, in particular, strategic thinking and procurement.’

The Institute is also looking towards the next UK 
defence review in 2015, analysing, in particular, strategic 
thinking and procurement issues along with the evolving 
structures of the armed forces as that process gets 
under way. Part of this requires RUSI to have an active 
research interest in analysing all significant UK military 
operations, for example in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, 
anti-piracy operations, Olympic security, and so on. The 
Institute maintains its reputation for analysing all such 
operations as they arise. 

The RUSI and YouGov-Cambridge Partnership
In public debate, much is made about support for the armed forces and the constraint 
of public opinion on the government’s foreign and security policy. But little of this is 
supported with empirical data.

Recognising this major gap, RUSI has launched a major new collaboration with YouGov-
Cambridge, the research arm of the opinion polling organisation. This partnership 
will provide a more accurate picture of public opinion as it relates to domestic and 
international security issues.

A number of studies – concerning the recent police reforms in the UK and domestic 
responses to the US election results – have already been completed. Many more projects 
are in the pipeline. The relationship has already proven its worth: it has given RUSI’s 
research papers more immediacy, resulted in greater media coverage of our activities, 
and most importantly, helped bolster RUSI’s policy impact with informed quantitative 
evidence.

But in looking forward towards the next defence review, 
the Institute is also collating the lessons of the last twenty 
years of British military operations. With the winding 
down of Afghan operations and continued defence cuts, 
there is a sense that a new, more conservative era of 
British foreign intervention has begun. The RUSI book 
project auditing the military campaigns and decisions 
of the post-Cold War period will provide tomorrow’s 
decision-makers with a strategic compass to face the 
many difficult challenges of the future.

Is RUSI independent?
RUSI is an independent think tank that operates 
with no political affiliation. RUSI’s royal charter is 
to inform, influence and enhance public debate 
about defence and security matters. The Institute 
does not receive any statutory government 
funding and is not a government organisation. 

 
 
RUSI is fully independent and autonomous 
of government; though some government 
departments are corporate members of RUSI, 
and may fund specific projects.
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RUSI International
The creation of RUSI International has been a success 
since it was launched eighteen months ago. RUSI 
International is a networking research and discussion 
vehicle for strategic thinkers from around the world to 
engage in a series of high-profile international events 
to put RUSI’s research output onto the global stage. 
The Institute has used the RUSI International brand to 
recruit RUSI’s Euronet of fifty prominent thinkers on 
the future of Europe as part of the Institute’s new major 
research project. 

RUSI International opened its Japanese office in October 
2012 to provide the Institute with a presence in East 
Asia, and RUSI aims to have a RUSI International office 
in Brussels by the end of 2013 to complement its existing 
offices in Doha, Washington, DC and Tokyo, enabling the 
Institute to have a truly global footprint. 

The RUSI International initiative is an intrinsic part of the 
strategy to reach a global audience with the RUSI brand 
and its associated research and perspectives. 

Establishing a truly global footprint

 ‘More than anything else, we want to be part of a global conversation 
about strategic issues which will take place not just in London, or in 
Washington, but also in Delhi, and Tokyo, and Singapore. And over the 
next few years RUSI’s name will be out there in these capitals, talking 
about the great issues of the day, but always asking the “so what” 
question – so what does this all mean for defence and security?’
Professor Michael Clarke
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Meetings and Events

During 2012, RUSI maintained its reputation for 
hosting high-profile speakers and running top-quality 
events. In 2011–2012, RUSI hosted seminars with His 
Royal Highness the King of Jordan; HRH The Duke of 
York; the Chief of the Defence Staff on two separate 
occasions; the directors of the Secret Intelligence 
Service and the Security Service; in addition to various 
presentations by all three UK service chiefs, who have 
participated in RUSI’s major conferences on at least 
one occasion. Philip Hammond, secretary of state for 
defence, has spoken at the Institute three times, and 
Theresa May, home secretary, twice. The chairman of 
the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Martin Dempsey, 
gave his second presentation to RUSI during the year.

The under-35’s membership group, with a tailored 
programme of lectures and private seminars, has 
deepened the involvement of younger members 
and brought new individuals into the Institute. 
There are currently 336 members in the Under-35 
Forum. In addition, in 2010 RUSI took over from the 
Ministry of Defence the funding and management 
of the Project on Nuclear Initiatives (PONI) which is 
designed to bring new thinkers and researchers into 
discussions on nuclear matters. Currently the UK 
PONI organisation has an associate network of 286 
young researchers and students. 

‘The under-35’s membership group has deepened the involvement 
of younger members and brought new individuals into the Institute’

Presenting quality and quantity to a growing, younger audience 
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Can I attend RUSI events?
Yes. RUSI events vary in size and format from 
set-piece lectures to public conferences and 
seminars, as well as dedicated members’ events. 
We frequently host world leaders and senior 
policy-makers, and RUSI is ideally placed to 
attract high-quality speakers and participants to 
its events. 

 
 
During 2011–2012 RUSI organised 93 events, 
including 44 member-only events. To view the 
most up-to-date event listing, including our 
full members’ programme, visit www.rusi.org/
events.

‘RUSI continues to be among the world’s foremost venues for research 
and discussion on defence and security issues.’
General David H Petraeus (US Army, Rtd), Director, Central Intelligence Agency

6,000

7,000

8,000

9,000

10,000

11,000

2011-122010-112009-102008-09

In 2008–09, 6,331 people 
registered for RUSI members’ 
meetings or delegate 
conferences. 

In the next year, 2009–10, 
the number of registrations 
jumped by 44 per cent to 9,122. 

In 2010–11, the number rose 
again to 9,976 and RUSI 
maintained that higher level 
in 2011–12, with a figure of 
10,235. 

Attendence at RUSI events, 2008–2012
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Membership
Since its creation in 1831, RUSI has relied on its members 
to support its activities, especially as a forum for informed 
debate on cutting-edge defence and security thinking. 
Members are drawn from the worlds of business, security, 
academia, politics, the media and civil society. They play 
an essential role in questioning and challenging the high-
profile speakers at RUSI events.

In 2011–12, RUSI continued to offer more membership 
packages to attract a variety of individuals and 
organisations to membership of the Institute. RUSI 
currently offers web-only, standard and platinum 
individual memberships, with special rates for students 
and for military officers under the age of 35. The Institute 
also offers standard, major and platinum corporate 

membership packages, and concessionary corporate 
rates for diplomatic and regimental organisations. In 
March 2012 there were over 2,500 individual members 
(11 per cent up on this month last year) and over 150 
corporate members (2 per cent up on this time last 
year). Over 500 other individuals have RUSI membership 
status by virtue of the corporate membership of their 
organisations.

The majority (88 per cent) of RUSI members are UK-
based, but overseas members also form a significant 
proportion of the total. The financial support from 
members, through their annual subscriptions and 
donations, is a vital source of discretionary revenue for 
the Institute. This is key to sustaining its independence.

2,507
individual members

156
corporate members

11%
membership increase in 
2011–12

48
countries with RUSI 
members

Who can become a member of RUSI?

RUSI membership packages provide privileged 
networking opportunities and benefits tailored 
to meet the needs of both individuals and large 
organisations with an interest in defence and 
security matters. 

For more information about RUSI membership, 
please contact us directly:
www.rusi.org/membership
membership@rusi.org
+44 (0)20 7747 2605
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‘RUSI was described to me as 
defence’s conscience, and I think 
that’s not a bad way of looking at 
it: a sort of critical friend.’
General Sir David Richards, Chief of the Defence Staff
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A central benefit of membership since 1831 is the RUSI 
Library of Military History. A unique resource which 
embodies nearly two centuries of reflection on defence 
and security matters, the Library’s collection is the 
physical representation of the Institute’s accumulated 
knowledge and understanding, charting the wider 
history of military debate itself. As such, this collection is 
of national importance, and as custodian of the collection 
RUSI has a duty of care to maintain and preserve it for 
future generations. 

Over the last year the Library team has undertaken 
three strategic activities to regenerate the collection: 
preservation, access and engagement. This entails 

The Library of Military History

‘A unique resource which 
embodies nearly two centuries of 
reflection on defence and security’

over 25,000
volumes on military history and security studies
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making the collection more user-friendly and easier 
to access; implementing interventions to preserve the 
collection for the future – such as restoring damaged 
books, monitoring for pests and cleaning – and 
raising awareness about the collection amongst the 
membership, library professionals and the wider defence 
community. 

This is a long-term strategy, and it will take some years for 
us to achieve RUSI’s ultimate goals (such as completely 
re-cataloguing the collection). However, great strides 
have already been made in 2011–12 and the Institute 
intends for the next year to be equally successful. 

At the heart of the Institute

‘This collection is of national 
importance, and as custodian of 

the collection RUSI has a duty 
of care’

465
rare volumes of unique historical provenance or 
published before 1821
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Publications and Outreach

RUSI’s publications reflect the full breadth of its research. 
But beyond that, they continue to act as a vital convenor 
in the defence debate, bringing together contributors 
from outside the Institute to develop and publish their 
findings on the major security questions of the day.

The RUSI Journal continues to be the flagship publication 
of the Institute, representing part of everything we 
do. RUSI Journal full-text downloads on the Taylor and 
Francis online platform – measuring academic readership 
– increased by 10 per cent from 2010 to 2011 (the latest 
complete data) to 32,144 downloads. An article published 
in February 2012 on cyber-weapons smashed RUSI’s 
previous records,  attracting over 6,000 downloads alone. 

RUSI Defence Systems continues to provide a more 
specialist analysis of defence programmes and 
equipment, while Newsbrief has been restyled to widen 
its appeal and coverage. The Whitehall Papers series 
continues to provide more extended, book-length 
analysis of perennial defence and security issues. 
Much greater use is being made of policy briefs. RUSI’s 
Whitehall Reports, the United Kingdom Terrorism 
Analysis series, Libyan crisis reports and Syrian crisis 
online briefing all published timely material maximising 
the contribution RUSI made to public debate: most RUSI 

publications are available free of charge to the public. 
Additionally, working through the major academic 
publisher, Taylor and Francis, the number of institutions 
worldwide subscribing to the RUSI Journal and Whitehall 
Papers has increased from 1,484 to 1,654 in 2010–11. 

RUSI.org has continued to publish a great deal of material 
that is unique to that site – over 180 commissioned 
analysis pieces in the last year, and has made more 
material than ever before available as podcasts. Over 
eighty analysis videos and podcasts have been produced 
in the year, and they have been viewed on YouTube over 
44,000 times – a 130 per cent increase in viewings since 
the previous year. Trials continue with live streaming of 
RUSI events with a view to creating a RUSI TV portal that 
will be generally available in 2013. RUSI is in the midst 
of a full review of its digital presence in the marketplace.

The Institute continues to have a strong media presence. 
In the 2011–12 year, RUSI was mentioned in the worldwide 
written media almost 13,000 times, an average of more 
than thirty-five times a day. TV appearances continued 
strongly in both the UK and the US, and were syndicated 
widely around the world. Over the last year, RUSI’s media 
profile in the Gulf has been particularly prominent, given 
the work being done through its Doha office. 

‘RUSI was mentioned in the worldwide written media almost 13,000 
times – an average of more than thirty-five times a day’
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THE AFGHAN PAPERS
Committi  ng Britain to War in Helmand, 2005–06 

Edited by Michael Clarke

In 2006, British forces entered the Helmand Province of Afghanistan in what 
would become one of the defining military campaigns of the decade. At great 
cost in blood and treasure, the UK waged a protracted counter-insurgency 
against a resurgent Taliban. But how was the decision taken to commit Britain 
to such a difficult and drawn-out campaign?

This questi on looms large as government and military heed the call for a more 
coherent, strategic approach to Briti sh defence policy. The Afghan Papers 
assesses the key dynamics that shaped the campaign from 2005: the initi al 
grand strategic and subsequent operati onal decisions; the NATO and alliance 
context, in parti cular Canada and its Kandahar deployment; the civil-military 
plan and the ‘comprehensive approach’; as well as the workings of the Whitehall 
machinery and the drivers of nati onal strategy, viewed from the inside.

The Afghan Papers is the result of private interviews with and frank analysis 
by some of the most important actors in the fateful decision. Scholars, policy-
makers from government and military offi  cers contribute to an original RUSI 
analysis that provides a  rst, trenchant insight into the decision to commit the 
UK to a war that may de ne Briti sh policy for a generati on.

Cover image courtesy of AP Photo.
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Ten years after British 
troops entered 
Afghanistan, a new 
analysis finds how the 
strategy to enter Helmand 
was flawed from the start

Whitehall Papers Whitehall Reports Whitehall ReportsRUSI Journal
The Libya campaign, 
while a resounding 
military success, may 
offer little in the way 
of a model for future 
interventions

Analysing Al-Qa’ida in 
the Arabian Peninsula’s 
communications reveals 
a complex strategy. 
Undermining it cannot 
rely on kinetic means

Ground-breaking features 
on a critical view of 
cyber-weapons, Olympic 
security, combating 
maritime piracy, and the 
war in Afghanistan

10%
increase in RUSI Journal readership, 2010 to 2011

180
commissioned RUSI.org analysis pieces, 2011–12

1,654 
institutional Journal and Whitehall 
Papers subscriptions for 2012

All memberships include subscriptions to the RUSI 
Journal and RUSI Defence Systems. Other RUSI 
publications include:

•	 Whitehall Papers: in-depth peer-reviewed 
monographs on contemporary defence and 
security 

•	 Whitehall Reports: policy-focused research 
aimed at practitioners and professionals

•	 RUSI Newsbrief: a bimonthly briefing on current 
affairs, defence and security

•	 Briefing	papers: concise analysis aimed at 
driving the public debate

•	 Occasional papers: publication of in-house 
research and analysis
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Staffing and Organisation
Staffing
The total number of staff stands at fifty-one, of which the 
majority are full-time employees. The administrative and 
support staff number twenty-one full-time equivalents, 
though some of these individuals are involved in research 
and/or ongoing collaborative research programmes. 
In the last year, RUSI has recruited five new Senior 
Associate Fellows: Nick Beadle, General Mungo Melvin, 
Colonel Richard Kemp, Professor Gareth Stansfield and 
General Sir Paul Newton – and we expect to recruit more 
over the coming months. 

The Institute is advertising for new research leaders in 
European and Middle Eastern studies to support its new 
research projects, and the Institute maintains a policy 
of seeking to offer good opportunities to bright young 
people who will form the next generation of security 
policy analysts. 

A joint PhD programme has been launched with the 
University of Roehampton and is supported by BAE 
Systems and Grant Thornton. A joint collaboration has 
also been agreed with the Strategic Studies Institute 
at the University of Exeter and the Global Security 
Institute at the University of Durham, which will create 
new research and teaching opportunities for all three 
organisations. Similar joint arrangements are under 
discussion with other universities. 

RUSI’s venture into online education in international 
security studies has commenced with a joint venture 
involving the Swiss Management Centre in Geneva, 
which has now begun and has required some staffing 
changes. This is a profitable venture and as it develops 
we expect to recruit more staff to support it.

Dr Lisa Aronsson
Research Fellow, 
Transatlantic Studies

Andrea Berger
Research Analyst, Nuclear 
Analysis

Prof Malcolm Chalmers
Research Director/
Director, UK Defence 
Policy Studies

Prof Michael Clarke
Director-General

Sharon Cliburn
Events Manager

Michael Codner
Senior Research Fellow/
Director, Military 
Sciences

Jennifer Cole
Research Fellow, 
Emergency Management

Sophie Cordes
Events Manager

Dr Emma De Angelis
Editor, RUSI Journal

Elizabeth Deheza
Research Fellow, Climate 
Change and Security

Duncan Depledge
Research Analyst, 
Environment and Security

Laura Dimmock-Jones
Librarian

Sabrina Downey
Director, Projects and Events

Tim Dumas OBE
Advertising Sales 
Development Executive

Dr Jonathan Eyal
Senior Research Fellow/
Director, International 
Studies

Dr Tobias Feakin
Senior Research Fellow/
Director, National Security 
Studies

Claire Forward
Assistant Accountant

Dennis Francis
Buildings Manager

Margaret Gilmore
Senior Research Fellow, 
Homeland Security

Ashlee Godwin
Production Editor/
Assistant Editor, RUSI 
Journal

Dr Henrik Heidenkamp
Research Fellow, Defence, 
Industries and Society

Matt Ince
Project Manager

Matthew Jamison
Consultant Fellow

Adrian Johnson
Director of Publications

Michael Kamara
Membership Development 
Executive

Caroline Kirk
Marketing Manager
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Organisation
The Institute has consolidated the reorganisation 
carried out last year, creating a more flexible structure 
for researchers to work in clusters of expertise, building 
more continuity into the work of the Project and Events 
Unit, and strengthening the role of the Director’s Office 
to undertake business development. 

This structure should serve RUSI well in meeting its 
strategic objectives to 2015 and beyond. It is based 

on the principle of operating an Institution with as 
flat a structure as practical, and one that can operate 
efficiently both top-down and bottom-up in the flow 
of working objectives, ideas and initiatives. In line with 
RUSI’s objectives last year, the Institute has now created 
a Consultant Fellow for business development within 
the Director’s Office, and intend to expand this role as 
finances allow.

‘The Institute maintains a policy of seeking to offer good opportunities 
to bright young people who will form the next generation of security 
policy analysts’

Dr John Louth
Director, Defence, 
Industries and Societies

Joanne Mackowski
Researcher, Defence, 
Industries and Societies

Philip	Matfield
Accountant

Saqeb Mueen
Director, New Media/RUSI.org

Alexander Neill
Senior Research Fellow, 
Asia Studies

Sue Palin
PA to Director-General

Avnish Patel
Project Manager

Mark Phillips
Research Fellow, 
Land Operations and 
Capabilities 

Peter Quentin
Research Analyst

Elizabeth Quintana
Senior Research Fellow, 
Air Power and Technology

David Roberts
Research Fellow/Deputy 
Director, RUSI Qatar

Michael Rose FCMA
Executive Director and 
Chief Finance Officer

Daniel Sherman
Director of 
Communications

Andrew Somerville
Research Fellow, Nuclear 
Analysis

Valentina Soria
Research Fellow, 
Counter-terrorism and 
Security

Michael Stephens
Researcher, RUSI Qatar

Danielle Stevens
Project Manager

Dr Igor Sutyagin
Research Fellow, Russian 
Studies

Prof Trevor Taylor
Professorial Research 
Fellow/Head, Defence, 
Industries and Society

Anna Tibbs
Database Marketing 
Analyst

Laura Tyrrell
Event Manager 

Neil Watling
Executive Assistant to 
Director-General

Sophie Whitman
Venue Manager

Dr Lee Willett
Senior Research Fellow, 
Maritime Studies

Matthew Willis
Research Associate

As of 31 March 2012
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Guaranteeing Independence

How is RUSI financed?
RUSI is a registered charity (No. 210639). The Institute relies on 
the following sources of income: 

• Membership subscriptions
• Research contracts
• Income from conferences, including sponsorship
• Room and venue hire
• Donations from foundations and individuals.

RUSI receives no core funding from government.

Can I contribute to RUSI?
You can support the Institute’s activities in a number of ways 
that go beyond membership, either through single donations or 
through bequeathing assets to the Institute, to support its work 
in the future.

The easiest way to do this is to contribute to the General Fund 
online, but UK taxpayers can also donate through their self-
assessment return.

To learn more about the ways to support RUSI’s mission, please 
contact us directly:

www.rusi.org/support
+44 (0)20 7747 2603

‘RUSI is an independent think tank. It – rightly – receives no core 
funding from any government department or body. This is the 
essential guarantee of our independence, and we defend it robustly.’
Professor Michael Clarke
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I am pleased to report that in 2011–12 RUSI achieved a small surplus of £43,627 on 
income of £3.6 million, up by 12% overall, recovering all important debts owed to the 
Institute and keeping costs tightly under control. The benefits of bringing larger research 
contracts into RUSI are now being felt with a 46% growth in net research income, 
alongside a 27% increase in net publications income, a 45% increase in the income from 
visiting fellows and a 4% increase in membership income.

RUSI’s conference income is still vulnerable to the economic downturn, however, and 
was 20% down on the previous year, as were donations (down 25%) and facilities hire 
(down 6%). As a result, the Institute is concentrating on holding fewer, more profitable 
delegate conferences in the future, though there is no diminution in the tempo of 
members’ events or working groups associated with the Institute’s ongoing research 
programmes. We are making new efforts to promote facilities hire more strongly and 
the target for donations in the coming year is connected to new initiatives in business 
development.

RUSI’s year-on-year operating performance, overall, is satisfactory and shows signs of 
improving steadily, having weathered some difficult years since 2009. But to develop 
the Institute in the way we intend, a step change in core funding is still necessary, to 
allow for capital expenditure on the RUSI building and to give an operating reserve as 
protection against future lean years. We calculate a requirement for a minimum of 
£2 million between now and 2015 for capital expenditure and related development in 
order to realise medium-term plans. We believe, however, that we are close to achieving 
this since we are in good shape to seek new sponsors and benefactors who will support 
RUSI’s ever-improving brand of research and policy discussion. 

Michael Rose FCMA
Executive Director and Chief Finance Officer

Financial Report
Chief Finance Officer’s report

‘The benefits 
of bringing 
larger research 
contracts into 
RUSI are now 
being felt’
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Consolidated Financial Statements, Year Ended 31 March 2012

Statement of Financial Activities Previous

Year Year Budget 

to 31/03/12 Inc. to 31/03/11 to 31/03/13 Inc.

Gross Income £ % £ £ %

Research 1,902,547 35.2 1,407,258 2,281,500 18.7

Conferences and Events 881,987 -6.5 943,772 968,500 9.8

Subscriptions 483,602 3.8 466,053 500,000 3.4

Other 378,695 -13.6 438,350 426,203 12.5

TOTAL 3,646,831 12.0 3,255,433 4,176,203 13.9

Gross Expenditure

Research 1,599,066 79.5 890,918 1,886,820 18.0

Conferences and Events 1,130,221 -20.5 1,422,039 1,243,000 10.0

Other Support to Members 873,917 -2.5 896,257 859,593 -1.6

TOTAL 3,603,204 12.3 3,209,214 3,989,413 10.7

Surplus 43,627 -5.6 46,219 186,790 193.6
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Consolidated Balance Sheet as at as at Budget as at 

31/03/2012 31/03/2011 31/03/2013

£ £ £

Fixed Assets 52,377 49,907 50,000

Heritage Assets 952,150 602,150 952,150

    Total 1,004,527 652,057 1,002,150

Current Assets

    Debtors & Stock 1,390,530 1,219,650 1,450,000

    Cash at Bank 55,012 94,958 312,000

1,445,542 1,314,608 1,762,000

Current Liabilities

   Creditors 1,336,684 1,237,897 1,350,000

   Subscriptions in advance 211,916 196,926 245,000

   Bank Loan 30,000 24,000 36,000

1,578,600 1,458,823 1,631,000

Net Current (Liabilities)/Assets -133,058 -144,215 131,000

Amount falling due after

more than one Year 146,000 176,000 110,000

NET Assets 725,469 331,842 1,023,150

General Fund 725,469 331,842 1,023,150
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Patron
Her Majesty The Queen
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HRH The Duke of Kent KG GCMG GCVO
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